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SUBJECT:

Potential violations of evidence preservation rules

REF: (a)

California Penal Code Section 653.2 PC

Ladies and Gentlemen:
Your office staff has been shredding documents of individuals complaining about the
cyber harassment attacks of the following person:
NATHAN AMES STOLPMAN, age 38
For your further research please note the following YouTube channels operated by Mr.
Stolpman:
LIFT THE VEIL
LIFT THE VEIL TOO
LIFT THE VEIL LIVE
As was clearly articulated in the last letter of the undersigned to your office, Mr.
Stolpman has violated California Penal Codes 653.2 and 646.9. Mr. Stolpman broke
these laws when he offered a “bounty” for my photograph and revealed my
whereabouts at DEFCON, a professional convention in Las Vegas. This caused
enough professional embarrassment that the undersigned was forced to withdraw from
the conference.
Mr. Stolpman provided the whereabouts of the undersigned as he clearly stated that he
knew his audience chat followers would be angry with the victim (undersigned).
Nonetheless Mr. Stolpman encouraged unsolicited contact with the undersigned without
the knowledge of the victim. The evidence is provided in the following YouTube video
from the channel Lift the Veil Too:
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In this video (above), Mr. Stolpman brazenly holds up the warning letter of the
undersigned that accuses him of violations of California Penal Code 646.9. Your office
was advised of this material fact (now there is the appearance that these complaint
letters have been shredded by your office staff).
To assist your office, ref: (a) is cited below:
In order to convict a defendant of electronic harassment under California Penal
Code Section 653.2 PC, the prosecution would have to prove the following
elements:
1. That the defendant electronically distributed, published emailed, hyperlinked or
made available for downloading personal identifying information, including but
not limited to a digital image of someone else or an electronic message of a
harassing nature about another person.
2. The defendant did not have the consent of the other person and posted this
information with the purpose of imminently causing the other person experience
unwanted physical contact, injury or harassment.
3. And the defendant had the intent to place the other person in reasonable fear for
his or her safety or the safety of his or her immediate family.
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Your cooperation in upholding the laws and Constitution of the State of California would
be appreciated.
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Warm regards,
/s/
Dave Sweigert
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